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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015075254A1] The invention relates to a shower jet disk (1), comprising a jet disk body (2), which contains a fluid outlet region (3),
which has one or more jet outlet openings (4). The invention further relates to a shower head, comprising: a main body, which has a fluid inlet and
a plurality of separated water-conducting paths; a changeover switch assembly integrated in the main body, which changeover switch assembly is
designed for the manually actuated, selective shut-off or opening of a fluid connection from the fluid inlet to the particular water-conducting path; an
operating-element receptacle formed on the main body for accommodating an operating element for actuating the changeover switch assembly; and
a fluid-outlet-side shower jet disk mounted on the main body. Such shower jet disks and shower heads are used, for example, for sanitary showers,
such as hand showers and overhead showers. A shower jet disk according to the invention has a changeover switch cover (5) outside of the fluid
outlet region, which changeover switch cover is part of the jet disk body or is rigidly connected to the jet disk body and has a changeover switch seal
on an inner face. A shower head according to the invention has such a shower jet disk and/or a changeover switch assembly having an operating
pin that can be moved into a self-retaining parking position, in which the fluid connection to all water-conducting paths is maximally opened, and/or
has a locking mechanism that protects against removal. The invention further relates to the use thereof, for example, for sanitary hand showers and
overhead showers.
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